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ADDRESS ^KLTYTCEED LY 'Tu   THANO'I KITTIKACHOHN  (PRIME MINISTER OF THAILAND) 

1. 'te. THAJJOM KITTIKACHORN (Prime Hinister of Thailand)   said that during 

the previous two  decades the developing countries progressed in economic, 

political and social development.    Soma of thorn had succeeded in increasing their 

per capita income and had built  or strengthened their economic  infrastructure. 

However,   the main obsta-les to  their more rapid growth had not yet been elimin- 

ated.    Their employment and foreign exchange earnings still depended on a limited 

number of products.    The terms of trade were unfavourable to them;     some of their 

export items were facing keen competition 1'rom synthetic products and through 

the release of stockpiles;    moreover,   they relied substantially on foreign 

capital for development.    Above all,   they suffered from the aftermath of colo- 

nialism,  under the yoke of which most of them had formerly laboured.     Their 

wealth had been diverted to the metropolitan countries and their markets flooded 

with metropolitan manufactured goods.    Profit and not the well-being of the 

population had been the motive for anything achieved in them during the colonial 

era.    On the advent of independence they had lacked capital and technicians. 

Regional and international co-operation were now  essential to their development 

effort.    They had therefore been gratified at the establishment of UNIDO, which 

they hoped would make an important contribution to  their economic and industrial 

advancement,  on which the welfare of millions of human beings depended. 

2. Mr. ARKADIEV  (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out that 

at all stages in the struggle of the developing countries the Soviet Union had 

consistently defended their interest and supported proposals to  the effect that 

the United Nations should concentrate its attention on their industrialisation. 

The collapse of the colonial system and the ri3o of about seventy new independent 

States on its ruine had made it clear that industrialization was  one of the basic 

problems of mankind,    being the most important means of raising national produc- 

tivity and thereby of enabling nations to raise their overall economia and cul- 

tural level. 

3. In their progress towards industrialization, the developing countries were 

encountering serious difficulties, largely due to the trade polioieB pursued by 

a number of Western powers.    The goods produced by their young industries were 
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prevented from finding an outlet   ir tue nnrkets of the developed Vätern countries 

by customs and other barriers.     At both United  Nations Conferences 'mi   m the 

Algiers Charter,   the ,rroup  of sevnnty-soven had demanded   the removal c>ï  thon.: 

obstacles,   establishment  of a systenr. of preferential   treatment   for countries  of 

the Third Korld,  and for wider access to markets.    Without  such action it wag 

imponible   t.-  cO-rcfù   ^   pruce:.:      f filter, a-.tion  in   the   fin^cird     i tuition  of 

the developing countries;     their foreign debts already amounted to one-fifth of 

their total  national income and exceeded their total yearly capital  accumulation. 

The Soviet Union and the Socialist countries,   for their part,  were doin;; every- 

thing possible to alleviate the position of the developing countries in respect 

of trade,  including conclusion of Ions-term multilateral  and bilateral agreements 

with them,  aimed at stabilization of commodity markets.     As a result,   in 1967  the 

volume of trade of the Soviet Union with the developing countrios had increased 

by more than 35 per cent  since 1963, while the total  increase in Soviet foreign 

trade durm~ the same period was 25.6 per cent,   AS hüd in ••=•.-. note.;   it   the second 

UtìCfAD coiJ\react,   tÌK  e, cmli¡. t countries  were iicrupulour.ly  fulfilling  the 

obligation,   they had undertaken = ¿t  the  fir., t confer« no,  hold by   üie.t organi- 

za t ion. 

4.      The experience of tho Soviet Union in matters of industrialization in the 

developing countries and the technical co-operation between the US3ÏÏ and the 

developing countries was cf groat value in this respect.     The Soviet Union had 

achieved industrialization by its own efforts without any outside assistance 

whatsoever and purely through the heroic labours of its people.    In that con- 

nexion it should be borne in mind that of tho USSR's half-century of existence 

20 years had been taken up with wars thrust upon it and with the subsequent 

rehabilitation of the national economy,  devastated by imperialist and oivil wars 

and by terrible famine.     In 1921 the Soviet Union produced four times less steel 

and ten times less textiles than did India just before it attained independence, 

yet in spite of this,  the Soviet Union had become the second industrial world 

power, accounting for 20 per cent of the world's industrial production.    In many 

fields the Soviet Union had already caught up with the United States of America 

and by the implementation of economic reforms had managed to streamline its in- 

dustry still further, and to improve the real incomes and well-beiivî of its 

workers, employees,  intelligentsia and peasants. 
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5. The Soviet Gtato had paid special   attention to  the outlying territories of 

the former 'tearict T.5npircf  in particular to  the Trans-Caucasian and the central 

Asian Republics which,   fifty years ago,   were  still   living in truly mediaeval  con- 

ditions.    There was  today no single no.tional  republic in the USSR which did not 

have its own developed manufacturing industry,   includine th.   online eri nj,   caemical 

and electronics sectors.    Por instanco,   the  Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Republic 

currently exported, a variety of industrial   ;cods to  50 countries.     After the 

Second World War,   the development of industry  in the eastern republics was speeded 

up,   and engineering and chemical  industries borran to appear.    In Azerbaïdjan,   for 

instanco,  the oil   industry hart served  as  tne  basis  for extensive development of 

the organic  chemical industry (synthetic rubber and fibres,  plastics etc.),  and 

a large and complex engineering industry had  been set up,   embracing electrical, 

radio and electronic equipment and instrument  construction. 

6. In keeping with its  international  commitments,   the Soviet Union was  sharing 

the fruits of its   labour with developing countries;     it haa -occluded technical 

assistance co-operation Agreements with  thirty-five  such developing countries and 

had contributed in establishing 65O industrial  enterprises and otner installations, 

including 20 plants  and sections  ?or non-ferrous metallurgy,  43 engineering and 

metal-processing enterprises,  20 chemical and petro-chemical plants,  more  than 

30 electrical  power plants and so on.     Ic had also played a part  in setting up 

large industrial  enterprises,  and,   in  particular,   industries geared towards export. 

It was significant  that  70 per cent of Soviet  credits under bilateral  agreements 

were allocated to  the industrialization of developing countries in the framework 

of the public  sector.    The Soviet Union  itself imported goo s from those nei; in- 

dustrial enterprises and granted wide access  to its markets;    it  should be 

stressed here that  Soviet aid was not  accompanied by a demand for ownership or 

participation in management;    the plants built by the USSR were handed over in 

their entirety to the government of the recipient country.    All aid givan by the 

USSR 3howed positive results.    It was pleasant for him, a¿3 the representative 

of the USSR,   to hear the voice of the new India, proclaiming its own ability and 

readinosB to supply other developing countries with no less than complete sets 

of equipment for enterprises in heavy industry.    The USSR had effectively helped 

to make such things possible for India. 
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7. In helpiii;; to train national  ca.lro^,   the Soviet iJnior. had snnt  50,000  exports 

and specialints to  tho  developing countrios rince  l'>57.     In the  list  fivo y oars 

alone,  Soviet  experts had trained  100,000 qualified workers  and technicians  in 

the developing countries alono.    Ilany thouaandc of specialists  from the countries 

of Asia and Africa wore now receivinr training in tho USSR.     The Soviet Union 

would continue  to grant economic and technical aid to  tho developing countries 

but that assistance would not  consist  m distributing  specific  lump sums;     it 

arose,  rather,   out of concrete and  economically sound proposals for co-operation, 

which took into account what was  feasible within the Soviet Union itself and in 

the developing countries. 

8. The Soviet Union had also played its part m providing  assistance through 

United Nations channels by its contributions to UNDP,  UNIDO and other organi- 

zations;    over the last seven years,   137  seminars,  symposia and study tours,   in 

which representatives  from 101 countries had participated,   had been held in the 

USSR.    As regards the role of UNIDO,   the Soviet delegation expressed the wish that 

UNIDO as the most recently established institution should  learn from the mistakes 

and shortcomings of the Centre for  Industrial Development.    UNIDO should con- 

tribute to the elaboration of scientifically based plans  and programmes of in- 

dustrial development aimed at  eliminating the traces of colonialism in the 

economies of the developing countries and thereby enabling them to attain economic 

independence.     It should encourage  the development of key  branches of industry, 

with the help of which the developing countries should be able to achieve the 

optimum development of a diversified national economy with the maximum mobili- 

zation of their own natural,   labour,   financial and other material resources, 

priority should be given to the elaboration of industrialization strategies and 

polioies on the basis of ourrent and  long-term industrial development planning, 

taking account of the specific conditions of each country concerned;    all projects 

planned or supervised by UNIDO should be structural stages in the general indus- 

trialization plan. 

9«      UNIDO should contribute to strengthening tho public sector in developing coun- 

tries and implementing a broad and democratic programme of social and economic 

change, as a prerequisite for successful industrialization.    Attraction of foreign 

public and private capital could be in the interests of developing countries if 
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it were scoured on beneficial   terms  and without tying them to any political  or 

econcmic conditions and without being detrimental  to the sovereignty  of those 

Statoti«, 

10.    UNIDO should work  in close co-operation with the Regional Economic Commissions 

functioning us a co-ordinating body guiding all other organizations   in their 

work of solving .:ey industrialization nrobleins.;     it should closely define its 

own  field of competence  so as  to avoid any duplication of the activities of 

similar organizations:    UNIDO  should organize its  technical assistance in such 

a way as to supplement,  and not substitute the forces of the deve]oping countries 

themselves;;.    UNIDO'E activities should promoto the contribution of funds to 

assist the  industrialisation of developing countries,  particularly by  those highly 

developed countries who boro  a direct responsibility for the economic  and cultural 

backwardness of their  forraor rolonios or semi-colonies.    UNIDO should call  for 

the economic and industrial  rehabilitation of those countries who had been the 

victims of aggression;     above  all  it  should demand that  the United States restore 

what it had destroyed by its monstrous aggression in Viet-Nam.     All countries of 

the world,   regardless of their social and economic  systems, must be  ensured the 

right to  participate in the  activities of UNIDO.     The Organization should be 

used in the exchange of industrial  development experience among all  countries, 

including  the developed countries themselves. 

11. The Soviet Union was in  favour of allowing UNIDO greater autonomy in the 

granting of assistance  to developing countries in industrial development and 

wanted the  Industrial Development Board to have the right to approve projects 

to be financed both under the  regular programme and out of UNDP funds.     It was 

quite wrong that the majority of UNDP resources,   and in particular those of the 

Special Fund,  should be concentrated on financing pre-investment projects,  while 

only 4 per cent of funds went towards industrial development in the developing 

countries. 

12. The Soviet Union was prepared to take an active part in UNIDO's activities 

and had already drawn up a long-term plan for co-operation with the Organization. 

That plan provided that the USSR should malee a voluntary contribution of 

500,000 rubles eaoh year to UNIDO,  that a committee for co-operation with UNIDO 

should be set up, that courses be organized for training experts from developing 
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countries in industrial planning and engineering,   that  seminars and symposia 

should be held,  fellowships made availubie,,   experts sent  to the developing coun- 

tries and industrial  equipment supplied. 

13. As regards the   shortcomings of the  Secretariat,   the Soviet delegation felt 

that  it had not  devoted proper   it bj/iti in   fco formulating industriel development 

strategy and would  have done better tc  determine the priority problems of indus- 

trial development on the basis of the real  existing situation in the developing 

countries and of thoir long-term requirements.    Furthermore,  the delegation felt 

that the Secretariat * s activities regarding technical assistance should be more 

closely linked with the national development plans of   the respective countries. 

14. As regards the  Athens  Symposium,   the Soviet delegation considered that the 

fact that the Secretariat had insisted on holding the Symposium in Greece,  at  a 

time when a military and fascist coup d'état, had been perpetrated and reaction 

was rife had prevented many countries of the world from taking part.    This had 

damaged the international prestige of* iííl)üu;     the Symposium had failed to work 

out an  industrial development strategy.     Furthermore,   people in the Secretariat 

appeared to be carried away by propaganda in favour of private enterprise to  the 

detriment of efforts  to  support and strengthen the public  sector and ensure that 

progressive principles govern the  financing of industrial development.    While the 

developing countries were   looking towards UNIDO for protection of their interests 

from the supreme power of Western banks and monopolies,  UNIDO's Secretariat had 

assembled a gathering of capitalist monopolists,  in the  form of a so-called 

"Industrial Promotion Service'*,  at Athens at  the sarao time as the symposium;     those 

capitalists were striving to lure the developing countries into their business net. 

Surely UNIDO should not be turned into  a tool to be used by the represemtatives 

of the Western monopolies to further thoir own interests. 

15. With regard to the structure of the UNIDO Secretariat,  the Soviet delegation 

felt that it was not  suited to the main purposes and the practioal tasks confront- 

ing the.  Organization.    The absence of a collective leadership, which was widely 

accepted in tho practice of international organizations reduced the effectiveness 

of its activities;     posts of deputy executive directora should be croatod,  to in- 

clude a deputy director from the Socialist countries.     It was, of course,  essential 

to delimit the functions of the various main departments more precisely and to 
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observe the principle of equitable :;eograpiiical distribution in recruiting pro- 

fessional  staff for the UNIDO Secretariat. 

16. i!r.  FRY3R  (United Kingdom)  hoped that  in future the Board would save 

itself a   -onerai debate,  which wastod time because the questions  it raised often 

had to be to.:en up again in detail when various agenda items came to be discussed. 

He would limit himself to a few remarks on the place of UNIDO in the United 

Nations family and on the part to be played by the Board.    A more precise defini- 

tion should be given to the concept of an "action-oriented organization" - a term 

very often used of UNIDO,  which should mean that the great majority of its staff 

should engage in activities closely bound up with the practical needs of countries 

in the process of industrialization-     In other words, UNIDO should: 

(1) Engage in operational activities financed by the Speoial 

Fund or UNDP/TA - and the bulk of the salaries of the staff 

employed on this work should be met  from Programme funds: 

(2) Undertake technical assistance activities financed by the 

Special Industrial Services Fund and the United Nations 

Regular Programme; 

(3) Organize a.nd prepare expert group meetings and similar types 

of "action-oriented" activities;   and 

(4) 3ngage in promotional activities. 

UNIDO should not undertake research not  directly related to  field activities 

without some assurance that it was not already being conducted elsewhere,  and 

that it was likely to yield practical results in industry. 

17. After reviewing the methods of financing the Organization's various acti- 

vities,  he concluded that the Board should examine in detail the Headquarters 

programme and should also review the operational activities of the Special Indus- 

trial Services and the Regular Programme.    In regard to projects unde*-taken on 

behalf of UNDP,  the Board should not examine them in detail but should consider 

how they fitted into the whole scheme of United Nations industrial development 

activities. 

lO.    Industrial advisers should be posted as soon as possible to the staffs of 

the UNDP Resident Representatives, because success of the work of UNIDO largely 
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depended on correct  formulations of requertr;   from developing countries;..     Ile hopo¡1 

the Executive Director could jive the Board details of the timetable for postinee. 

It was certainly not  easy  to recruit competent   gtaff for those po3tc,   and the 

countries  that possessed such expertise   should provide the  fullest  assistance  to 

the United Nations recruitment  services concerned. 

19. UNIDO in its role of co-ordinator of United Nations industrial  development 

activities should identify overlapping and areas  left untouched or insufficiently 

examined.    Steps to be taken on overlapping should be decided at  the highest 

level,  and the 3xaoutive Director was to be congratulated on his enterprise in 

consulting the heads of FAO,  UNESCO,  the ILC  and WHO for this purpose. 

20. l'ir.  AWAN (Pakistan)  expressed the view that the attempts of developing 

countries towards industrialization had been seriously impeded by the terms of 

trade and must therefore be  supplemented by more external financial assistance. 

Tho Board should endeavour to counteract economic backwardness and poverty by 

inducing developed countries to change attitudes and practices which harmed 

developing oountries.    These countries could not  long be content  to set up import- 

substitution industries,   for their long-term economic growth depended on export- 

oriented industries.    He hoped that developed countries would give up research on 

synthetic products and improve tho processing and manufacture of natural fibres. 

21. In Pakistan's experience of industrial planning,   the rate of growth of 

manufacturing industry had reached 13 per cent by  1965»  while its  export  earnings 

in that year had been 28 per cent of the total.     Economic agreements with Iran, 

Turkey and Indonesia had given rise to a number of joint industrial ventur 3 and 

might lead to the establishment of a sub-regional centre for planning and 

research in compliance with recommendations of the regional symposia.    That ex- 

perience might be of interest to other developing countries and to UNIDO. 

22. It was well known that the volume of credits to developing countries would 

have to be expanded by US$6,876 million merely to raise the per capita national in- 

come by a modest 2 per cent per annum.    The Board shotild therefore perhaps adopt 

recommendations likely to increase the flow of foreign investment.    Tho Athene 

Symposium had dearly shown that tho developing countries themselves must take 

the first stops to work out their long-term industrial development programmes 

and mobilize their own domestic resources.    To co-ordinate those national effort« 
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an annual industrial development pro/ramme night be compiled as an integral part 

of the United Nations Decades. The Organisation's efforts in its own sphere, and 

internation.1 co-operation in external financing, should have the same purpose. 

23. As the "¿cecutivc 'Director had pointed out, what had been done to date was 

not commensurate with whit remained to be done.  The recruitment of experts was 

not the sole difficulty. Only u very small proportion of the funds committed to 

continuing probáramos was allotted to industrialization; and the established 

programmin - system failed to meet ur ;ent needs,  he fervently hoped that it might 

be modified and that the Board would adopt policies to male bettor use of avail- 

able resources and to build up confidence in UNIDO. 

24. His delation considered that it would be unwise to reopen the debate on 

the guidelines which the Board had given the Executive Director at its first 

session. They might be re-examined later. 

25. It was regrettable that the programmes for i960 and I969 did not give a 

clear picture of the relation between the operational and the administrative outlay, 

nor of the extent to which headquarters activities supported operational activi- 

vities. He referred to resolution 2370 (XXI) of the United Nations General 

Assembly on the application of a system of long-term planning and programme for- 

mulation by the programme-formulât in'- bodies of the United Nations within their 

respective fields of competence, and emphasized that consideration ought to be 

given to measures to implement that important resolution if UNIDO were to . ave 

adequate resources for its work financed from the regular budget. 

26. He was ;lad to learn that the Executive Director had developed co-operative 

relations with other specialized agencies. He hoped that the Executive Director 

would keep the Board fully informed of progress in that direction, and ensure 

that the function of co-ordinating agent assigned to UNIDO by the General Assembly 

were maintained. 

27. The Board would have to pay close attention during the present session to 

the utilization of funds for technical assistance provided from the United Nations 

regular budget. The Paleistan delegation believed that it would be necessary to 

define the moat effective use of those resources for industrial development lest 

the regular programme should duplicate UNDP Technical Assistance projects. In 

regard to the pledging conference for UNIDO which the Board had decidad to convene 
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annually,   tj.o inacutivo Director would have  to act at onco to  induce member 

otates to participate  in it  and pay contributions benefitting the growing needs 

of UNIDO,     'lu was rlad "that various countries had made direct contributions,  and 

suggested ti-.at  the Board should consider whether those could be tied to certain 

specific pr3 grammes or projects or whether their utilization should be decided by 

the Board itself. 

20.    He pointed out that the documentary material on agenda item 10 was rather 

inadequate,  and requested the Executive Director to provide further particulars 

on the stafí  »ployed in each division.    The Board could then judge whether the 

staff had been recruited in accordance with resolution 2152 (XXI),   section II, 

paragraph 17. 

29. In conclusion,  he asked the Executive Director to  inform the Boaxd of the 

steps being taken to comply with General Assembly resolutions 2218B  (XXl)  and 

2305 (XXII). 

30. Ilr. TURSEN (Turkey)  spoke of the  importance of the Organization's task 

to  developing countries which,   like Turkey,  had given top priority to the indus- 

trial sector in their plans for economic development.    Turkey would therefore 

readily support any measure to strengthen UNIDO.    One such measure would be to 

give UNIDO the financial  independence without which it  oould not efficiently 

discharge its mandate.    Moreover,   it  should also have at its disposal special 

funds like those which enable it tc finance the Special Industrial  Services 

Programme, which was recognized by all as indispensable. 

31. Admittedly UNIDO might adopt the syst en of voluntary contributions to in- 

crease its resources;    but there would be no use in convening a pledging con- 

ference without the support of the countries able to contribute.     Intransigent 

attitudes should be avoided by both developed and developing countries if they 

were not to be an impasse like that which had developed at the second United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development at New Delhi.    Moreover,  the conten- 

tion that the developed countries had already contributed enough was open to 

question,  since their contribution amounted to only 0.5 per cent of their gross 

national product before* deduction of repayment of loans that they had granted 

previously.    The developed countries therefore had still something to do;    but 

they were not the only countries which ought to act.    The developing oountriea 
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should hei, each other to   solvo  the problems facing them,  as Pakistan,   Iran and 

Turkey were already doing  regionally. 

3?      The liaitod means available to IMI» had to be used efficiently.      Quality 

should be sought rather than quantity,  and resources should not be dispersed,   as 

they had been in the regular fellowship ,rogMe for 1969,  where  liuited funds 

had been spread over toe many countries,     TVrlcey  wi*h«4,  with the assistance  it 

expected,  to concentrate  its efforts on the establishment of training centres 

to supnlv the qualified  staff without which any development effort would be in v..xn. 

The UP* vas already helping to innleiaent a project  for the establishment of an 

in-plant training centre  for engineers;     his country honed that UiTIDO would help 

xt in a similar Project  to  establish a centre to tram industrial managers. 

Th,> mating was suspended at  5.1Ü "-m.   and resumed at % 30 p.m. 

OHCANIZATiOK CF TUT! -'.OíILí OP THJ ¿S^Lüi. 

33. The PESir^T  informed the members of the Board that the  spokesmen of 

the regional  -roups had  agreed on a proposal to  set UP two committees of the 

whole, whose chairmen would be chosen from among the ./ice-Presidents of the Board. 

They would be assisted by the collaborators of  the Rapporteur,  appointed accordìi* 

to the principle of geographical distribution.     The  first would study agenda 

items 4,  5,  7,  9 and 10,   the second the other items-    They would  sit  simul- 

taneously.    The Chairman of the first Committee would be IT.  .«reama and of the 

second >ir.  Petrov.    The Third Vice-President would remain available to replace 

the President at plenary meetings if necessary. 

34. .ir.  3IBI (Ivory Coast) pointed out that,  since some members of the 

Board had only one-man delegations,  they could not be represented at both 

committees simultaneously. 

35. ,:r. PORTHOS (Belgium) remarked that,  contrary to the usual procedure, 

the Board had not been consulted on the choice of the chairmen of the Committees. 

36. -g». TOLL (Jordan),  Mr. PORTHOS (Belgium), Mr. IUOBST (.Switzerland), 

Mr,  ABP3L -IM3. (oudan)  and Mr.  BRCB35Y (Ghana) asked what the President meant 

exactly by the expression    collaborators of the Rapporteur".    They considered 

that each committee should have a rapporteur appointed in the usual manner. 
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37. ••». IleCOBPICX (Canada) and  Jr.  kiiZMIX (Union of Soviet Socialist 

República) thought that each committee should have five officers so that the five 

geographical groups were represented.    One officer would act as chairman and the 

other four would constitute a team responsible for drafting the report with the 

assistance of the Rapporteur of the Board. 

38. iJ. BRADLEY (Argentina) confirmed that interpretation, which corres- 

ponded to what the group of twenty-five had decided at its meeting that morning. 

39. ¿r. AGHAÒCI  (Iran), Rapporteur,  added that that scheme had been proposed 

to avoid the difficulties that would be bound to arise if a Rapporteur had to be 

chosen among the five geographical groups. 

40. The PRESIDE stated that, if there were no objections, he would con- 

sider the proposal he had submitted to the Board adopted. 

41. It was so decided. 

Tho meeting roso at 6.10 P.m. 

•MI 
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